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As Clockspring becomes more dejected and bitter, Tomax continues to lead him down a dangerous path. Meanwhile,
Flint is beginning to doubt his leadership abilities at a time when the Crimson Twin makes his move and the Cobra Files
team is left trapped and cornered. Collects issues #5_9.
A team of JOES in Manila is hot on the trail of an international arms dealer, but find themselves opposed by... Snake
Eyes? Back in The Pit, a new enemy reaches from across the world to strike at the home base of the JOES. This is their
first encounter with Destro... and maybe their last.
OKTOBER IS COMING! Who are the OKTOBER GUARD? The deadliest group of elite killers and assassins ever faced
by G.I. JOE or COBRA! The new G.I. JOE covert group is the only thing standing between the Oktober Guard and victorybut there's going to be a high price to pay.
The second day of the tournament pitting Street Fighter vs. G.I. JOE begins! Destro and M. Bison team up to provide
Cobra with the ultimate weapon but Guile, Snake Eyes, Ryu and Storm Shadow have a plan of their own to stop the
Shadaloo tyrant. The World Warrior tournament heats up for the Street Fighter team and G.I. JOE alike!
Cobra Civil War
G.I. JOE, Vol. 2
G.I. Joe: The Cobra Files, Vol. 2
G.I. Joe: Classics Vol. 2
G.I. Joe: Infestation II #2
The final battle! STORM SHADOW leads his ninja on an attack that threatens to cripple America's national security! The only men
who can stop him are SNAKE EYES and ROADBLOCK-but can they put aside their differences and learn from each other in time?
It's ninja and commando action in the frantic G.I. JOE manner, leading ino the hottest movie of 2013!
G.I. Joe s mission in Mongolia gets underway, but the Dreadnoks and Crystal Ball have more allies than the Joes expect. And
meanwhile, Lady Jaye and Gung Ho stumble upon a familiar enemy in Greece
G.i. Joe 2: Movie Prequel - RetaliationG.I. Joe: Retaliation Movie PrequelIDW Publishing
Cobra strikes! Paris, Tokyo, and Washington, D.C. are attacked by MegaB.A.T.s, and G.I. Joe is there to fight them! But will the
Joe team be enough to stop the extra-large androids from wreaking havoc in these three capital cities? And is there more to the
fiendish Cobra Commander's plans than simple destruction? Find out in “Three Heads of the Serpent”, the second chapter in this
extension of the classic animated adventures of G.I. Joe!
G.I. Joe: Snake Eyes #2
G.I. Joe: Saturday Morning Adventures #2
G.I. Joe #2
The G.I. Joe Field Manual, Volume Two
Danger Girl/G.I. Joe
The two most incredible covert action teams the world has ever known-so covert, in fact, that neither
knows the other exists-are meeting for the first time ever! Repeat: Danger Girl and G.I. JOE, together.
Spies! Girls! Ninjas! COBRA!
Relive the classic era of G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero in this very special reprint of Yearbook #2.
From the prolific imaginations of Living Legends Larry Hama and Michael Golden, the yearbook features
the epic tale “Triple Play,” as well as tons of amazing extra materials, and is a must-have for longtime collectors and new fans alike. Includes a brand-new cover by modern-day fan-favorite artist Tim
Lattie (Ghostbusters)!
GIJoe : Rise Of The Cobra - Official Movie Adaptation 영어판
The reader's decisions will determine whether Spider and the rest of the G.I. Joe special team can stop
Cobra from successfully completing his deadly plan.
Special Missions
Dragon Fire
G.I. Joe 2: Movie Prequel #4
G.I Joe: Cobra Civil War - G.I Joe Vol. 2
G.I. Joe: Cobra Special #2
Snake Eyes and Roadblock. Perhaps the most dangerous of all the JOEs - their combination of stealth,
cunning, power, and raw courage is nearly unmatched. But these two forces of might can't always see eye-toeye. But when Storm Shadow and his ninja enter the picture, these two JOEs will have to put aside their
differences if they want to stop the enemy. The history of these characters is explored and never-beforerevealed secrets set the stage for the summer's most anticipated action movie!
"Originally published as The Transformers vs. G.I. Joe issues #5-9"--Title page verso.
Bombstrike leads her covert team of JOE special operators in a desperate search and rescue mission to save
the enigmatic Agent Helix in the second chapter of living legend Larry Hama and superstar artist Netho Diaz's
latest bombastic team-up! Plus, Ryan Ferrier and Kenneth Loh dive deeper into Helix's origin in "Codename:
Helix," Part 2!
WHAT?! A GIANT COBRA EATING TOKYO?! And someone is RIDING it? It's up to G.I. JOE to stop it and take
down the mysterious and evil organization known as COBRA and their new secret weapon: SERPENTOR! And
they've only got 52 manga-filled pages to do it in!
Divide and Conquer
Danger Girl/G.I. Joe #2
G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero: Yearbook #2
G.I. Joe: Future Noir Special #2
Street Fighter x G.I. JOE #2
Part 2 of this series introduces us to G.I. JOE, a special team of the world's top operatives looking to
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keep us safe! With the package intact, Duke insists on joining the Joes in order to ensure its safe
escort. But could it be that the ambush was a set-up? Find out in the second issue of the G.I. Joe Movie
Adaptation!
The fanatical CHIMERA builds his army as G.I. JOE recruits it's final soldier to round out it's core
team! Brought to you by fan-favorite writer Larry Hama and artist Tom Feister!
CRUSH DEPTH continues! Scarlett and her Special Missions team rush to the heart of a perfect storm to
retrieve a prize of forty billion (with a B!) of COBRA funds lying in the ocean deep. The only trouble
is that the Baroness is already on the scene with a cutthroat crew of her own to reclaim the booty for
COBRA!
Relive your favorite memories of the classic G.I. JOE: A Real American Hero cartoon with the G.I. JOE
Field Manual Volume 2, an amazing archive of beautiful animation models focusing on Season 2.
G.I. Joe: Retaliation Movie Prequel
G.I. JOE #2 (2016)
G.I. Joe: Cobra Ongoing V.2 #18
G.I. Joe: Field Manual Vol. 2
G.I. Joe: Origins #2
The G.I. Joe have a plan for regrouping and emerging from hiding to defeat the Cobra who have selected a new commander following
the end of their civil war.
DEEP TERROR Epilogue! COBRA's scheme to take the Joes public goes viral. America's most secret fighting force is on the run! COBRA
COMMANDER dispenses his own rewards for failure. Copperback a prisoner of the JOEs! And SCARLETT learns that SNAKE EYES is
still alive and confronts Helix in an encounter only one of them may survive!
Unspeakable madness seeps out of the portal Cobra has opened, and it threatens to take over the entire Cobra base... and then spread
across the globe! The only hope for survival lies in an unusual alliance between Snake Eyes and master-of-the-occult Crystal Ball. And
who knows what role Storm Shadow will play! Pulse pounding horror excitement awaits!
Presents a collection of animation models, production artwork, and designs featuring G.I. Joe.
Transformers vs. G.I. Joe #2
G.i. Joe 2: Movie Prequel - Retaliation
G.I. Joe Ongoing V.2 #17
Cobra command
G.I. Joe: Rise of the Cobra Official Movie Adaptation #2

The biggest space battle ever grows to universal proportions! Will the G.I. JOE team and the AUTOBOTS make peace„before
COBRA and the DECEPTICONS end the warƒ the bad way?! Collects issues #5_9.
COBRA CIVIL WAR comes to a close as a new COBRA COMMANDER will take over and bring COBRA out of the shadows! G.I.
Joe goes underground-literally! They've been on the defensive for the last four months, and now they've got a plan to get out of the
line of fire, regroup, and start painting Cobra with red, white, and blue butt-kicking!
When a series of violent murders ravages a tiny village in Japan, Snake Eyes goes on a solo mission to find the killer-an imposter
who looks and behaves just like him! And the answer may rest in the very school where young Snake Eyes and Storm Shadow
trained years ago!
G.I. JOE battles all new threats as the defenders of Earth! After the events of Revolution changed everything, the JOEs are left to
clean up the mess. G.I. JOE has fought Cobra, the Dreadnoks and more, but never before have they faced a threat like this: Gigantic,
heaving abominations crawling up from the depths of the Earth itself. As teams of JOEs struggle to respond to the unpredictable
attacks, Scarlett must decide what to do with the enemy in the team's midst. Plus, the G.I. JOE leader reveals a troubling secret to her
second-in-command, Roadblock. Collects issues #5-9.
Transformers Vs G.I. Joe
G.I. Joe
G.I. Joe: A Real American Hero: Silent Option #2 (of 4)
G.I. Joe: The Cobra Files #2
Operation
SNAKES AND TIGERS! A break-in at a top-secret research base sends the covert G.I. JOE team into
actionand CHAMELEON, eager to redeem herself, takes charge! But what she and FLINT uncover
will lead the team straight into the jaws of an enemy unlike any other: a hidden force within
COBRA and impossible to trackææunless CHAMELEON risks everything to draw it out of the
shadows.
It's the most dangerous event of the year, and the action continues right here! COBRA's
surprise attack has brought the G.I. JOE team to its knees. But when Lady Jaye learns that
Flint has gone missing behind enemy lines, she joins forces with the Danger Girls on a covert
mission that aims to rescue her man and get the Joes back on their feet!
The U.S. military forms the G.I. Joe team after Cobra gains control of transforming robots and
uses them in their attacks.
Her name is Chameleon, and she is the Joe's newest recruit in COBRA II. Now we see the rest of
her story-her recruitment, her first mission, and her mysterious connection to... well, you
only THINK you know who we're talking about, as Mike Costa and Antonio Fuso attempt to outdo
their previous, critically celebrated Special.
G.I. Joe Ongoing V.2 #12
G I Joe: Rise Of The Cobra - Official Movie Adaptation(영어) 2화
G. I. JOE 2
G. I. Joe 2
G.I. Joe/Transformers
COBRA COMMAND AFTERMATH! It's a new day for the JOEs-as they crawl from the ruins of COBRA COMMAND, they find a new status quo...
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and a change in command! Who will lead the Joes into this new, deadlier, downsized future? SCARLETT leads and op into one of the wildest wildernesses
on the planet to uncover a COBRA facility that threatens the very balance of the universe as we enter... DEEP TERROR!
The G.I. Joe, Snake Eyes, and Cobra stories converge as the new Cobra Commander looks to destroy or conquer all in his path.
Presents a selection of graphic stories featuring realistic war-time situations.
The original Marvel Comics adventures of America's elite special-missions force continue with the recruitment of Roadblock and Duke; the emergence of
the enigmatic ninja known as Storm Shadow; and the debut of the duplicitous Zartan, master of disguise! This action-packed volume collects classic Marvel
Comics G.I. Joe #11 to 20.
Transformers vs. G.I. Joe Vol. 2
G.I. Joe: Special Missions #2

BOOTS ON THE GROUND! The war has begun--and no bars will be held! SCARLETT's forces go head-tohead with MEGATRON's hordes--and the most off-beat adventure in comic book history hits a new level
of dangerous alliances, deadly invasions, and devastating betrayals!
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